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Chair’s Report 

Annual reports generally commence with a statement of how exciting and incredible the past 12 months have been. 

This year is by no means an exception.  

Coming off the back of one of Fresh 92.7’s most successful years financially was never going to be easy to repeat, 

and the state of the market, together with some staffing changes has meant that Fresh hasn’t quite been able to 

repeat 2014-15’s massive success. That being said, the finances remain strong, and the sales team are focussed and 

excited for the challenge ahead. 

The big news for the year is that Radio Adelaide has moved in to share the premises with us. The move has seen 

Fresh’s premises extensively remodelled, with a far better use of space, and an increase in the number of studios 

available for Fresh from 2 to 3. These changes, together with the cost savings delivered by sharing resources with 

Radio Adelaide have been a great result.  More importantly though, Fresh and Radio Adelaide remain completely 

separate organisations, and whilst we look forward to exploring ways we can collaborate with Radio Adelaide, Fresh 

will always maintain its own unique identity. 

The year has seen some familiar faces move on from the Fresh 92.7 Board. Former Chairperson Emma Finnie has left 

the board to start a family, whilst longstanding board member and treasurer, Marcus Staker has left the board after 

years of service. I am thankful to both Emma and Marcus for the contributions they have made to Fresh, and for the 

guidance they have been willing to provide even after their terms have ended. 

This Annual General Meeting also sees the end of the term of board member Chris Schroeder. Chris has made a 

significant contribution to Fresh over many years, both on-air and off, particularly during the recent developments 

with Radio Adelaide. I am grateful to Chris for his support of the board. 

Whilst I’ve only been involved in Fresh’s Board for a short period of time, in that time we have seen some massive 

wins. For the first time Fresh was in the top 25 fast moving companies in South Australia – an amazing achievement 

for a community organisation. Fresh’s content is going from strength to strength, and the team we have in place is 

outstanding. 

The station set a number of strategic goals to be completed in 2015-2016 in the areas of brand, sales, engagement, 

people, and content. I’m pleased to report that not only have these strategies been achieved, but we have already 

hit targets that were only planned on being addressed in future years. This now allows the board to have a more 

ambitious set of goals for the coming year.  

One of the key goals that we have is to increase member engagement, so you can expect to see an increase in the 

number of opportunities Fresh has to offer. 

Whilst the past 12 months have been exciting, the next 12 look even more so! 

Paul Gordon 

Chairperson 
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General Manager’s Report 

The blessing of being the community radio station with the biggest market share in Australia*is that we’re 

proactively building our community (the listener), leading from the front, always seeking to improve, be bold and 

innovate. The curse is that we are playing in a space that makes Fresh 92.7 susceptible to market pressures. We find 

ourselves incidentally competing with major radio networks which have much greater resources, more visual talent, 

bigger budgets and mass marketing. It’s fair to say 2015/16 has been an enormous challenge for the business as 

underperforming radio stations in the Adelaide market started hitting their stride. Through this period Fresh 92.7’s 

product has continued to deliver consistency whilst evolving to meet the needs of our ever changing community, by 

improving engagement, developing young talent and ultimately delivering results for our sponsors.  

Our acknowledgement from BDO and Brand South Australia as a Fast Mover 2016 - the state’s top 25 fastest growing 

businesses – has been one of the proudest moments in my 5 year tenure as General Manager. To see Fresh 92.7, the 

only media organisation and not for profit on the list, sitting alongside Australian Fashion Labels and Udder Delights 

was a testament to the spirit of our team - a team which galvanised throughout 2015/16.  

I am exceedingly proud of the team we have built. From the 13 staff who have shown great heart throughout our 

challenges to the extraordinary volunteer team whose passion and dedication is the lifeblood of Fresh 92.7, we have 

come out the other side of the 2015/16 financial year stronger, more strategic and hungrier than ever before. The 

lessons we have learnt in the past 12 months have not been without some bruises but it has built camaraderie 

within our ranks which I have never before witnessed in my 25 years in the radio industry. 

It is this teamwork that has enabled us to deliver consistently good radio through a period of great disruption which 

saw the Fresh 92.7 premises transformed into a building site for months during Radio Adelaide’s relocation. Fresh 

opened up its doors to the oldest community radio station in the country resulting in a fit out which systematically 

demolished all of our studios while we remained on-air in a makeshift environment. Throughout the mayhem, never 

once did I hear anything negative from our team. Fresh 92.7 staff and volunteers alike remained focused on 

achieving the end result which transformed our space from two studios to seven.  

With two independent community stations now working side by side I am excited about the potential to share, 

collaborate and learn from each other. Part of Fresh 92.7’s strategy has always been to develop into a media hub of 

sorts. I believe this model will become the benchmark for the sector, and Fresh 92.7 is paving the way to make this a 

reality for the first time. It makes sense for community radio to pull together, share resources, find more economical 

ways to improve and deliver our respective products, and become self-sustainable.  

Fresh 92.7 has become much more than a radio station. We have developed a Contemporary Music Program funded 

by Arts SA which takes emerging artists from the bedroom to the classroom, and the airwaves to the stage in front of 

43,000 people. We teach everyday people to make music through our production courses; we fundraise with 

initiatives like the Fresh 5000; and we provide volunteers with opportunities for employment through our Book A DJ 

agency, talent development, and strong connections with other media.  

Despite the challenges that were thrown our way in 2015/16 we are stronger, we are more resilient, and we have 

proven to be an organisation of cultural significance in Adelaide. We’ve laid the foundation for 2016/2017 and I 

couldn’t be more excited about the year ahead. Watch this space. 

Troy Sincock 

General Manager 

 
*McNair Ingenuity Research November 2015 
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Board 

Chairperson | Paul Gordon 

Paul joined Fresh 92.7 as Chairperson in April 2016. Paul has been listening to Fresh 
since high school. He has a passion for community broadcasting, and the 
development of the industry. His vision is to see Fresh 92.7 grow into the premier 
community radio station in Australia. 

Outside of his role at Fresh 92.7, Paul is a Senior Associate at NDA Law. One of 
Adelaide’s leading experts in social media and privacy law, his work focuses on 
intellectual property and technology, with an interest in social media and online law, 

commercialisation of new technologies, and dispute resolution. 

In 2013, Paul was named the Young Lawyer of the Year, recognising his professional excellence and contributions to 
the legal profession and the community at large. In 2015, Paul won the national Lawyers Weekly 30 Under 30 
Awards in the area of Intellectual Property Law, and was recognised by Doyles Guide as a leading Technology Media 
and Telecommunications Lawyer, and a recommended Intellectual Property Lawyer. In 2016, Paul was named 
amongst Australia’s Best Lawyers in the Australian Financial Review in the category of Commercial Law. Paul often 
comments in the media on matters relating to the intersection of law and technology and sits on numerous boards. 

 

Vice Chairperson | Chris Schroeder 

Chris joined the Board of Fresh 92.7 as a non-Executive Director in October 2014. He 
has contributed to the station as an on-air presenter and in behind the scenes roles 
for some 11 years. Chris currently works as a Business Improvement Consultant, and 
holds tertiary qualifications in business management, human resources and 
marketing, and is also an accredited Six Sigma Blackbelt. As such, he has extensive 
experience in business improvement, project management and operations, gained in 
both the rail freight industry, and more recently in the financial sector.  

With a passion for challenging the status quo, and in helping businesses become more customer-centric, Chris brings 
strong business acumen to the Fresh Board. He is also passionate about music, and is excited to contribute to the 
station’s future direction and growth. 

 

Treasurer | Steve Black 

Steve joined Fresh 92.7 as the treasurer in August 2016 bringing his vast business, 
commercial and management skills to the Fresh 92.7 Board to assist in the 
management and growth of the station. 
 
Steve has over 10 years of experience as a CPA qualified accountant working with 
business owners across a number of sectors and industries. Steve recently founded 
Stafford Accounting, a boutique accounting and business advisory firm based in 

Adelaide created to offer a more tailored, hands-on service for clients.  Stafford Accounting provides a range of 
services including accounting, business advisory and business improvement.  All services are focused on working 
closely with clients to manage their business finances and enabling them to achieve their goals. 
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Director | Andrew Sabatino 

Andrew Sabatino has over 15 years of business development experience both in 
Australia and the UK. He is currently leading Guide Dogs SA/NT to experience 
significant annual fundraising growth, where annual fundraising income has increased 
from $1.6m to $8.5m over the last five years. Andrew is also responsible for the 
marketing strategy behind Guide Dogs being voted as Australia’s Most Trusted Charity 
three years running.  

One of Fresh 92.7’s initial members in 1998, Andrew worked on air as a presenter and 
DJ’ed at many Fresh 92.7 events for four years before moving to Sydney and then London. Andrew has DJ’ed at 
various clubs in Adelaide and Sydney, but his most treasured sets have been at Pacha and Ministry of Sound in 
London.  

Currently a committee member of the South Australian chapter of the Fundraising Institute of Australia and Chair of 
Fresh 92.7’s charitable arm, The Fresh Foundation, Andrew’s passion, drive and experience supports the future 
direction of Fresh 92.7. 

 

Secretary | Candice Di Mella 

Candice has been involved with Fresh 92.7 since 2007 in an on-air capacity, co-hosting 
Freshly Squeezed and Kaboom shifts, until recently stepping away from the mic. 
During that time, Candice graduated from the University of South Australia with a 
Bachelor of Arts (Media Management). While studying, Candice freelanced for The 
Australian newspaper in the United States and completed an internship at local radio 
station 5AA while also performing the role as Student Ambassador for the University 
of South Australia. Since graduating in 2009, Candice has been working for the Federal 
Department of Human Services as a media adviser.  

Candice enjoys working across public relations, social media and marketing functions for a national organisation – 
with a focus on Australian youth and students. Currently, Candice is also completing a Master of Commerce 
(Marketing) at the University of Adelaide. Given Candice’s history with the radio station she is passionate about the 
station’s future and the opportunity it provides young people in Adelaide with a keen interest in music and the 
media, both on air and behind the scenes. Candice looks forward to contributing to Fresh 92.7’s strategic direction 
and playing a meaningful role in the future of the station. 

 

Director | David Edwards 

David joined the Fresh 92.7 Board in 2013. He is the manager for CGU Insurance in 
the Underwriting Sales and Service division which services broker and agents within 
Adelaide. In addition to being an accredited Back to Work coordinator, David has 
also been part of CGU’s Culture and Development project team. He works with the 
CGU Foundation supporting not-for-profit organisations throughout Australia. 

David (or Big Al as he’s known on stage) is also passionate about stand-up comedy. 
He is a member of the Adelaide Comedy Hall Of Fame alongside some of the 

country’s best comedians.  

David has contributed to Fresh 92.7 for the past 13 years, hosting a number of programs including a long-running 
Kaboom shift. He is currently a presenter on Saturday mornings for the Fresh Weekend. David considers Fresh 92.7 a 
significant part of his adult life and refers to it as his ‘second home’. 
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Director | Helen Thompson 

Helen Thompson is a marketing, public relations and business development executive 
who has over 15 years’ experience at senior management level in the higher 
education, tourism, government, and hospitality and conference sectors. 

Her extensive experience with digital, social media and integrated marketing 
strategies combined with her relationship building ability has resulted in increased 
market share, business growth and an enhanced brand position in the organisations 
she has worked in. 

Helen first became impressed with Fresh 92.7 when working at Flinders University as the Head of the University 
Marketing Team. During the 3 year partnership between Fresh & Flinders, Helen experienced firsthand the 
wonderful work of the team at Fresh 92.7 and the professional way they operate. 

It seemed a natural step for Helen to apply to join the Board, having gained a deep understanding about the 
organisation from a customer’s perspective. She is excited to be able to lend her expertise to help shape the future 
direction of Fresh 92.7. 

 

General Manager | Troy Sincock 

Troy has a long history with Fresh 92.7, having been a Member since the station’s 
inception in 1998. Troy has extensive, well-rounded knowledge of the radio 
landscape, having worked in the industry for 20 years in a variety of roles.  He was 
the assistant program director at Nova 91.9 from 2007 to 2011, and has also worked 
in content as a both a music and talk-back presenter, and a breakfast show 
producer. Throughout his career he has been employed by all three major 
Australian commercial radio networks – Nova, SCA and ARN. 

Troy chairs the Music Industry Council (MIC) which represents a vision and voice for the South Australian Music 
Industry to stakeholders including government agencies, creating opportunities for the on-going development of the 
Industry. As well as regularly contributing to Arts SA’s Contemporary Music Grants assessment panel, Troy has been 
working as a DJ for 20 years. 

Troy currently sits on the CBAA’s Research Advisory Committee (RAC) and has worked as a volunteer and staff 
member in the community radio sector for 23 years. He established one of the first electronic music programs on 
Adelaide radio in 1992 at Coast FM. 

Troy lives and breathes the Fresh 92.7 brand. He is a passionate advocate for the radio medium and Fresh 92.7’s role 
in leading the success of the sector whilst positively impacting youth culture in Adelaide. 
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Life Members 

In 2011, Fresh 92.7 introduced Life Membership to acknowledge the commitment and achievement of long serving 
volunteers who have made a significant impact at the radio station.  This outstanding group of volunteers have made 
contributions to all areas of the business from the board to the Fresh Foundation, Finance Committee, Content, 
Engineering and Sponsorship departments. Life Members are nominated by their peers, evaluated by the Life 
Membership Committee, and endorsed at the AGM each year.  

These are Fresh 92.7’s valued Life Members: 

2011 

    
 Katrina Leese Craig Marich Tim Roberts Chris Velliaris 

  

2012 

  
Michael Cheshire Cameron Wallace  Jay Antony Bill Fragos 

   

2013 

 
Carrie Williamson Andrew Andrews Sean Maynard  Jack Jericho 

2014 

 

2015 

  
 Lisa DAndrea  Michalis Phillipou James Engelman 
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Radio Adelaide Transition 

Anyone who has been at the Fresh 92.7 studios in the past few months would have noticed some significant changes 

occurring as Radio Adelaide was welcomed to 3 Cinema Place.  

The movement of Radio Adelaide to share premises with Fresh is a hugely significant milestone for the station. It has 

represented an opportunity for Fresh to offer a home to a fellow community radio station. It allows us to share 

resources, and opens up opportunities for collaboration into the future as the shared space becomes a place where 

great community radio is created. 

Through our Member Survey and info sessions, we’ve engaged with you, the Members, to make sure that we were 

heading in the right direction with how the two stations would come together. Importantly, Fresh and Radio 

Adelaide remain two separate and distinct stations, and we will each hold onto our own unique identity. 

To fit two stations into the same space previously only occupied by one, a major re-fit occurred. Whilst Fresh has 

given up some space as part of this, the space we have retained is now even better utilised, and offers many of the 

things you asked for, like an extra studio space, more computer terminals, and a more collaborative environment for 

workers and volunteers. 

We are thrilled to have Radio Adelaide on board, and look forward to many years of incredible opportunities. 
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Fresh 92.7’s Contemporary Music Program 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contemporary Music Program 

Fresh 92.7’s Contemporary Music Program was launched last year, and thanks to the support of Arts SA and the 

countless hours of work put in by staff and members, the program reached new heights in 2016. The Program 

encompasses our Fresh Air Open Houses, EDM Production Course, Fresh Air, The Jump, The Come Up, the Producer’s 

Series, and the Live Performance opportunities we have facilitated through clients and partners. These platforms 

work together to create comprehensive exposure for local music, and in 2016 we worked on the pathways between 

different aspects of the program to provide tangible professional development to local musicians and to uncover 

Adelaide’s most talented electronic musicians. 

In 2016, our Contemporary Music Program provided opportunities to 90 Production course students, 100’s of Forum 

Attendees, 2 Producers Series mentorships, 40 performance opportunities at Futuresounds Festival, 12 on-air come 

up residencies, a new local track of the week every week for The Jump, and interviews and airplay opportunities for 

local artists through Fresh Air, including play list integrations. We’ve had a huge response from local youth and 

emerging musicians, with sell out courses, large attendance numbers and increased engagement. 

Fresh Air Open House 

Our Fresh Air Open Houses reached a new level of success in 2016. Since July 2015, we’ve hosted a diverse series of 

forums with artists and industry figures covering a whole range of scenes, genres and aspects of the industry. We’ve 

had live, interactive demonstrations from national musicians Kilter and Bag Raiders, we’ve heard Nina Las Vegas and 

the owners of Adelaide’s biggest venues speak about the behind-the-scenes aspects of the industry, and we even 

took Fresh Air Open House up to Northern Sound System for Youth Week with Trials of The Funkoars!  

Fresh Air Open House has allowed Fresh to strengthen its relationships with artists and management groups across 

the country; venues such as Fat Controller, HQ Complex, and Rocket Bar; Arts SA, and local business SnapMe Media 

Group who have filmed all of our 2016 Open Houses and allowed us to push the brand out online. 

Fresh Air, The Jump, The Come Up 

In 2016, we overhauled Fresh Air (Monday Nights, 8pm – 10pm) with a new identity and a new host: Caroline 

Tucker. Fresh Air celebrates the diversity and quality of local electronic music, proudly puts the best emerging local 

electronic music alongside established music from South Australia’s most successful artists in the genre. The show 

regularly breaks new, up-and-coming local music to our audience and features at least two interviews with Adelaide 
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musicians each week, ranging from big names like Uberjakd and Senor Roar to bedroom producers receiving their 

first ever radio interview and airplay.   

Fresh Air is accompanied by The Jump, our ‘local song of the week’, and The Come Up, our monthly residency show. 

This year, more tracks than ever have made the transition from The Jump to our daytime playlist, including Kronic, 

Tigerilla, and our very own members, Dancespace (Jake Philips) and Aletro (Pietro Filippone). We’ve also played 

tracks from multiple Come Up residents and specialty show DJs, and have increased the diversity of sounds, gender 

and racial identities. This year, two Come Up residents went on to become members and take up new specialty show 

spots on the station: Xavier Roberts, whose show ‘Changing Lanes’ can be heard Sundays from 6pm, and Nevada 

Knight, whose show ‘Carousel’ can be heard after Xavier from 8pm Sunday nights!  

Producer’s Series & Live Performances 

The Contemporary Music Program has seen a number of unique projects occur in 2015-16! We kicked off the 

financial year with the Producer’s Series, a collaboration with the Music Development Office which saw two local 

artists win the opportunity to develop a song with renowned artists KLP, Luke Million and James Curd. In the brand 

new, state-of-the-art Oscar Nine studios, both local artists were able to record, produce, master and release a track 

which was then supported by airplay on Fresh 92.7.  

We collaborated with numerous partners on Live Performance opportunities for local artists. Futuresounds V was 

our first official collaboration with Futuresounds Adelaide and Rip It Up, which saw The Swiss headline a three-stage 

festival starring over 20 local acts. We collaborated again with Futuresounds Adelaide as well as Yewth to activate 

the Cinema Place laneway for Electro Live, a free laneway showcase of live, electronic Adelaide musicians. Finally, 

The Jump Start saw us partner with Bank SA, Adelaide City Council and Channel Nine to hold a competition to put a 

local act on-stage at Adelaide’s New Year’s Eve in front of 40,000 people! With two more Jump Starts locked in for 

the coming year –Adelaide’s New Year’s Eve and WOMADelaide 2017 – and other collaborations, Fresh is looking 

forward to providing even better live performance opportunities to the local music scene in 2016-17.  
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Digital 

Website & Social Media 

Our Digital Media Team has continued to grow and strengthen our website and social media presence throughout 

2015/16! It’s now a space that reflects and supports all of the great content that we do on-air and within Adelaide.  

Our social media channels have also continued to grow. We’re on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, 

SoundCloud and MixCloud! All of these platforms work to expand our brand in different ways: from pushing our best 

content through Facebook and Instagram, to interacting with artists on Twitter (we once had a conversation about 

Dillon Francis and JAUZ about Farmer’s Union Iced Coffee on there!) to Snapchat being used as an innovative tool for 

interacting with listeners on-air.   

We’ve successfully used Digital Media to support many of our key campaigns: the Top 92 of 2016, for example, used 

our website, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat to deliver an exciting, in-the-moment, multiplatform 

experience. With social-driven campaigns such as the Secret Stain and Adelaide’s Next Top Dad under our hats, 

we’re looking forward to growing our digital space even more in 2016-17.  

 

The Drop Shop 

The Drop Shop is Fresh 92.7’s music research initiative. Each week, listeners rate the songs we’re playing heavily, 

telling us whether we should play each one more, or less often. Consistent music research is the key to making well-

informed, listener-based decisions about music programming and allows our listeners to have meaningful, regular 

influence on the sound of the station. 

Of course, the opinions of our membership is also important and you’re all welcome - indeed, encouraged - to take 

part in the Drop Shop yourself! Keep an eye on our Facebook week to week or head to fresh927.com.au to 

participate.  
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Awards 

2015/2016 looked like it couldn’t get any better with the station being nominated for an outstanding amount of 

awards, including nominations at the Community Broadcasting Association of Australia (CBAA) and South Australian 

Community Broadcasters Association (SACBA) awards. Our proudest moments have not only been recognised for 

dedicated staff members, but also for some of our hardest working volunteers. As a team, we have built a fantastic 

foundation for Fresh 92.7 to expand and prosper. 

2015 CBAA AWARDS 
 

The team at Fresh 92.7 were acknowledged and nominated for a number of 
achievements at a national level at the 2015 CBAA awards! Congratulations to our 
Wavelength team, who won a national award for Excellence In Spoken Word, 
News & Current Affairs. This was Fresh’s second ever CBAA Award, after winning in 
the 2014 Awards! Wavelength is Fresh 92.7's only spoken word program and won 
the award in its first year on-air, proving just how committed and talented the 
team is! To provide context, there are 444 stations Australia wide, and Wavelength 
beat The Wire, a spoken word program created across three states and a 
consistent winner of the award. 
 
 

WINNER: 
Excellence in Spoken Word, News & Current Affairs: Wavelength (Zane Dean, Karyn Bloxham & Tom Martin) 

NOMINATIONS: 
Best Station Production: Fresh 92.7 (Marty Haros & Steve Hart)  

Excellence In Spoken Word, News & Current Affairs: Wavelength 

Excellence In Music Programming: Fresh Air 

Outstanding Youth Contribution: Marty Haros 

 

2016 SACBA AWARDS 

Fresh 92.7 took out a number of titles and runner-up positions at the 2016 Bilby 

Awards, hosted by SACBA. The station got a couple of nods for the amazing work 

we've done, including some recognition for one of our most well-loved members, 

who wasn’t even aware of the nomination. 

WINNERS: 

Best Sponsorship Message: The Wash (Marty Haros & Caleb Roach)  

RUNNERS UP:  

Outstanding Youth Contribution: Luke Dodge Wilton. 

NOMINATIONS: 

Contribution to Australian Music: Fresh 92.7’s Contemporary Music Program (Troy Sincock, Tarlia Hill, Zane Dean, 

Caroline Tucker & Luke Wilton).  

Excellence in Spoken Word, News and Current Affairs Programming: Wavelength (Zane Dean & Karyn Bloxham) 
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Grants 

Arts South Australia - Contemporary Music Organisational Funding 

Fresh 92.7 was successful in gaining funding to expand our evolving project Open House 
into a continuing contemporary music development program. This move to 
organisational rather than project funding was a huge step in solidifying and growing our 
Contemporary Music Development Program, which comprises of bi-monthly forums, 
music production courses, masterclasses, the EDM producers series, the dedicated local 
music radio show  Fresh Air, the main playlist integration for emerging electronic 
musicians through The Jump, and live performance opportunities. 

 
 
Office for Youth - My Community, Your Community 

As part of a grant from the Office for Youth, we teamed up with our 
mates at Northern Sound System to take the Fresh Air Open House 
up north for the first time as part of National Youth Week! Caroline 
Tucker, our Fresh Air host, sat down for an insightful, hilarious 

conversation with Trials, one of the legendary heads behind The Funkoars.  

In addition, a Youth Week Special was featured on Wavelength. In the spirit of Youth Week, Anita spoke to three 

young people about the experience of being part of an ethnic community, and what it’s like learning another 

language. 

 

Splash Adelaide - Electro Live 

Fresh successfully gained support from Adelaide City Council’s Splash Adelaide initiative to 

present Electro Live,  together with Futuresounds Adelaide and Yewth. 

Electro Live provided a unique audio/visual experience right outside our studios which 

exposed audiences to original, distinctive and passionate performers, who also talked about 

the processes and techniques electronic artists utilise to create their highly dynamic music. 

 

CBF Transmission Equipment 

Fresh 92.7 was financed in the March round of the Transmission Equipment Fund, 
which will be used to replace our STL. This grant will enable us to replace Fresh 
92.7’s 15 year old analogue STL with a new digital licenced data link. This new 
digital link will not only move the station’s audio from the studio to the transmitter 
site, but will also provide remote control access to equipment at the transmission 
site. 
 

 

CBF Transmission Subsidy 

Fresh 92.7 was again successful in gaining subsidy funds to assist with our annual transmission expenses. 
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Partnerships 

Fresh has always been really good at leveraging off relationships to get things done, but this year saw an incremental 

increase in genuine partnerships that benefit both parties and the greater Adelaide community. For the first time, 

we were asked to be a media partner for the Channel 9 Young Achiever Awards. It was such a successful partnership, 

that we’ve already been asked back for 2016/2017. CanTeen (Woolworth & Hyundai) gave away a car with us, the 

State Government donated some funds to us, the City of Playford (and affiliates) opened up the conversation of an 

ongoing partnership in the music education sector, and we were given the opportunity to “present” two massive gigs 

– Kilter at Fat Controller, and Baauer, Stormzy & Yung Lean at the Thebbie, just to name a few. 
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Initiatives 

BOOK A DJ 

Through the continued work of integration and a team of volunteers, Book A DJ has maintained strong traction 

throughout this year, with the calibre of clientele increasing and the profit margin expanding. We’ve moved from 

quoting 21st birthdays, to supplying DJ’s for weddings, corporate functions, and we’ve even secured an ongoing 

relationship with Soundproof – a Victorian company charged with sourcing DJ’s for retail outlets such as Cotton On 

and Factorie. With summer approaching, Book A DJ is likely to see an even stronger upward trend. Other Book A DJ 

events included: Winter Wonderland – Holdfast Bay, ‘Live From 9’ as part of the Fringe Festival, ‘Club Lebowski’ The 

Garden of Unearthly Delights and many more! 

 

STREET TEAM 

Hyundai renewed our partnership and we have continued to maintain two street cars as part of the relationship. The 

activity has increased year after year, and the ability to provide paid opportunities has also grown. We began with 

visits to Hyundai dealerships as part of the agreement, but we’ve moved into many other spaces. The Adelaide City 

Council engaged us to promote their Winter Fashion Launch (with a Where’s Wally? campaign), Radio Rentals 

jumped on the Pokemon bandwagon and had us lure-up their stores to promote engagement, and At First Light had 

us up at 5am for Adelaide’s first healthy, early morning dance party consisting of yoga and dancing amongst other 

things. Other street team events included: Feast on the Foreshore, Adelaide 36ers Activation, Sport & Fitness Expo, 

Flinders Open Days, Foodland Visits and many more! 
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FRESH 5000 

We kicked off 2016 with a massive push to re-engage our Fresh Mates. With the commitment of our on-air talent 

and Street Team, and with some assistance from The Epilepsy Centre, spaces around Adelaide were activated and 

within a few months, we went from less than 500 subscribers to over 1,300. Toward the middle of the year, the 

momentum began to dwindle, so the latter half of 2016 will see us make another massive push to maintain and grow 

our subscriber base. Watch out for the High Five-Thousand led by Ben & Liam, and the introduction of Fresh Work 

Mates. Other Fresh 5000 events included a Henley Square Activation, a Colonnades Shopping Centre Visit, and an 

Elizabeth Shopping Centre visit to reach our listenership in all directions. 

 

GOOD VIBES COMMITTEE – Health, Safety & Wellbeing Committee 

This year saw the development of the Good Vibes Committee (GVC), dedicated to ensuring we maintain a safe and 

healthy work environment whilst also providing social opportunities to keep everyone in touch. With the 

combination of staff and members adding up to over 200 people, it’s easy to come and go at Fresh without meeting 

even half of the people involved. So far, the GVC has provided some sporting and social opportunities to get things 

moving, but the 2016/2017 financial year promises to see the number of Member events grow. Fresh is a large 

community, so it seems only right that we should all get to know each other. Other GVC events have included: a 

screening of the Daft Punk documentary, the creation of a Beach Volleyball Team,”Yogging” and tickets to movie 

screenings. 
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Events 

We’ve reached a point where the opportunities we’re presented far outweigh the resources we have to execute 

them, which is exciting, because it means we have the ability to be selective about what we choose to associate our 

brand with. In fact, the 2015/2016 financial year has seen our brand go from strength to strength. We’ve started to 

move away from traditional outside broadcasts (with the exception of the Top 92), and move toward more content-

based activations, Street Team activity, and music-based events. Ben & Liam going head to head with pre-Olympic 

kids in the Pacific School Games really kicked off our clients’ interest in finding more genuine ways to engage with 

our audience outside of just ads, prizing and outside broadcasts. 

Trapped is, by far, the best example of this. For those that missed it, Ben & Liam lived in the space between the 

studios and the windows to outside for a week, all to raise awareness for Headspace Adelaide and mental health 

issues, and to break down #thebigstigma surrounding mental health. The boys ran to a strict schedule and 

completed challenges, all-the-while maintaining their radio show to a high standard. The positive feedback from 

listeners and clients was overwhelming, and funding thought to be lost to Headspace Adelaide was coincidentally 

reinstated at the conclusion of the campaign. 

   

As for music, we are very proud of what we’ve achieved in terms of providing development opportunities and 

pathways for local, emerging artists. The ‘Play Your Demo To…’ Stereosonic competition, the Producer’s Series, the 

Jump Start (to Adelaide’s New Year’s Eve), Electro Live, Futuresounds V, and Fresh (in collaboration with other 

partners) provided exposure and airplay to electronic artists in a variety of sub genres. Electro Live, in particular, was 

an opportunity to expand the public’s experience of electronic music, and it was incredibly successful. 

With the aim of celebrating our long-term relationship with one of our key clients, and celebrating our coming-of-

age, Fresh returned to HQ for a one-night only showcase of some of our best talent, including Ben & Liam’s DJ duo 

alter-egos, BaNGerZ & Ma$H, Ryley, our specialty shows, and special guests Senor Roar. The main room was packed 

and there was genuine tension in the air as everyone waited for BaNGerZ & Ma$H to make their DJ debut. As their 

intro video ended and the boys crossed the stage, the crowd erupted. It was the most incredible way to see-off HQ 

who is closing its doors at the end of the year. 

Other events that took place over the year included: The Royal Adelaide Show, Rundle Mall Valentine’s Day, Clipsal 

500, the Reclink Community Cup, a Le Cordon Blue OB and many more. 
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Events 
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Major Promotions 

The calibre and reputation of brands that Fresh 92.7 has built relationships with over the last 12 months has 

increased significantly. Fresh 92.7 is on the radar and considered a viable advertising option; Book A DJ bookings are 

consistently on the rise and recognised as a genuine revenue stream; the value of prizing has grown; and the number 

of and diversity of integrated promotions has increased. The degree to which they are executed is near-on seamless, 

even with limited resources. 

Our listeners saw the return of some of their favourite promotions including Police Credit Union’s, Cash Unlock. This 

was the third consecutive year that Police Credit Union gave away $2,000 to a lucky listener via this promotion and 

this year’s entries more than quadrupled the original promotion.  The Stereosonic “Play Your Demo To…” promotion 

also returned. Double passes were given away daily in the lead up to the event, but one aspiring Producer had the 

opportunity to play their demo to Tigerlilly, Slumberjack and Snails. 

Clipsal 500 Adelaide came on board with a significant spend for a promotion entitled “Our First Time”. After a tyre-

changing time trial at U-Pull-It, Ben & Liam took two lucky listeners to the Clipsal 500 for their first time. The success 

of this promotion immediately saw a brief for 2017 come across the desk. 

Moving away from traditional radio competitions, ‘Captain Hardigan’s Adventures’ – a 10 episode mini soap opera – 

was born. The entire radio station rallied behind the concept (which was hard work) and many local voices featured 

as characters. Through intense listening over 10 days, one lucky listener won a double pass to the Sea N Beats four 

day festival on a cruise liner at sea. The competition saw an unbelievable 10,167 text entries during those two 

weeks! 

Amongst many promotions, there was also a competition to win an SANFL Grand Final Box; the integrated 

promotion for ongoing client; Radio Rentals - the Hi-Tech Hub; giveaways to ‘Play New Year’s Day’; ‘Trapped’ – a 

promotion bringing awareness to mental health issues with a focus on breaking ‘the big stigma’ in collaboration with 

Headspace Adelaide; and one lucky Fresh listener won an ‘Access All Areas’ pass to the radio station which meant 

that for 6 months they received a duplicate of every prize that was won. 
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Crony Awards 

Each month, Fresh 92.7 staff and members have the opportunity to vote for one volunteer to win the inaugural 
Crony Award. This initiative was created to acknowledge the outstanding behind-the-scenes work of dedicated 
volunteers and contributors who help the station to thrive. Over the past year, our ‘Cronys’ have exceeded 
expectations, and are a great showcase of diversity, initiative and talent.  

JULY | Karyn Bloxham 

 Karyn first joined Fresh 92.7 back in the station’s very first year, utilising her legal experience 
and expertise, which eventually led to her contribute at board level. Her return in 2014 saw 
Karyn taking over the reins of Wavelength as Executive Producer. Coordinating 4-5 stories per 
week on a broad range of topics with an ever expanding team of contributors means she is 
consistently ensuring that the station’s values and vision are embodied and assists her team to 
get the right result every single week. Karyn’s diligence and dedication to achieving an excellent 
result each week has played a massive role in the show’s success, going from strength to 
strength every week!  

AUGUST | Fiona McAuliffe 

What an incredible impact she has had in her time at Fresh! Fiona McAuliffe only joined Fresh 
92.7 in 2015 as part of an internship for university and has already proven to be an enormous 
asset to the radio station. She has gone above and beyond her duties assisting with outside 
broadcasts, the Street Team, administration, and voluntarily cleaning up after our office 
renovations! Since starting with us, Fiona’s main project has been Fresh 92.7’s presence at the 
Royal Adelaide Show. Her dedication to the events team has been admirable and her ability to 
deliver a high standard of work in quick time is extremely impressive. Her work with Fresh 
assisted with obtaining employment at Musitec. 

 
SEPTEMBER | Erin Williams  

Erin joined Fresh 92.7 in 2014 and over her time at Fresh has developed into a leading 
contributor to our award-winning Wavelength team, and Drive producer two days a week. Erin 
operated at a high level, consistently showing initiative and creativity. She’s a great story teller 
and really understands the Fresh 92.7 community and what they expect from an interview. As a 
producer, Erin was always motivated and took the role very seriously. She was a crucial part of 
the solid execution of many promotions in Drive. Erin’s attitude and work ethic made her one of 
the radio station’s most promising stars and she recently left us for a job on the Eastern Coast. 

 

OCTOBER | James Evenden  

Well known around the office as a jack-of-all-trades, James affectionately known as ‘Evo’ has 
really stepped up taking on the commitment of delivering Morning Fresh five days a week. One 
day a week is fun, but batting up five shows consecutively is tough, and Evo has worked on his 
punctuality and approach to the show under the guidance of then Content Director Tom Martin. 
Away from the on-air studio Evo contributes in a number of different ways. In addition to 
regularly supplying mini mixes for our Midday feature, he’s also been working with Production 
Engineer Marty Haros and her team crafting new imaging for the radio station. Evo was also a 
wonderful help with preparations for the 2015 Annual General Meeting, designing the 
certificates for our Life Members and 10-year contributors. 
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NOVEMBER | Caleb Roach  

Caleb joined Fresh 92.7 as part of our Production team. He possesses a great attitude, fantastic 
work ethic, and has developed an acute understanding of the sound of the station and brand. 
Caleb has been an excellent contributor to updating the station’s imaging. He provided Marty 
with stacks of ideas, assistance and feedback on the finished product, as well as stepping up 
when Marty had a week off. The Fresh 92.7 sales team were incredibly impressed with his one 
day turnaround of audio which was delivered to an exceptional standard. Ben & Liam have also 
noted that Caleb has been incredibly helpful editing audio for their show as well. Caleb scored 
the Crony unopposed, a first in the history of our volunteer award! 

DECEMBER | The Lesson 

The committed effort these boys have put in not just on-air but behind the scenes across all 
platforms has built a sizeable community which they have brought to the radio station. The 
Lesson pushed the station’s brand out further when they developed their own merchandise 
which they have sold with great success at a number of events. One of the show’s biggest 
achievements would have to be their screening of the Stretch and Bobbito documentary with 
the support of Fresh, Zulu 61, Clinic 116, Cold Krush, MV2 and Da Klinic! Held at Palace Nova 
Cinemas and attended by Suffa from the Hilltop Hoods and 171 others, they raised $172 for the 
Fresh Foundation – the first show to ever take this much initiative!  

JANUARY | Caroline Tucker  

A Fresh 92.7 volunteer worker for only three months, Caroline first came to our attention when 
performing live with Steve Hart at our Misfts Birthday Block Party in 2014. Caroline arrived at the 
station with great enthusiasm and said ‘yes’ to every opportunity that came her way. Her 
positivity and infectious personality immediately reinvigorated the Fresh 92.7 Street Team. 
Caroline has great initiative and goes that extra mile, consistently ‘over delivering’. Despite 
juggling a number of roles simultaneously, she never misses a beat. In addition to helping the 
Street Team, Caroline regularly does voiceover work, is the current host of Fresh Air, and has 
stepped up to assist in Content during the absence of a Content Director. 

FEBRUARY | Eloise Manto 

Eloise started her time at Fresh 92.7 as part of a university placement assisting with our Top 92 
party. Her arrival coincided with our Fresh 5000 campaign and she soon became an integral part 
of processing, organizing and planning Fresh Mate sign-ups and renewals – and there were 
hundreds of them! Eloise was flat out sending out welcome packs to our new subscribers and 
engagement with our most loyal listeners wouldn’t be as smooth without her input. While we 
thought the workload would’ve scared her off, in a twist of fate Eloise signed up to be a Member, 
so now she’s a permanent part of the Fresh 92.7 family. Eloise works hard, takes instructions, 
shows initiative and is kind and considerate, without any expectation of reward.  

MARCH | Pietro Fillipone 

Since joining Fresh 92.7, Pietro’s great attitude and immense talent have received the attention 
of his peers at the station. A keen ear for production, he has provided great assistance to Marty 
since the beginning, even taking the lead during leave periods. Pietro’s impressive aural sense 
has blessed everything from sponsorship messages, to regular Tune of the Week promos, editing 
for Wavelength and the bulk of Fresh 92.7’s new contemporary imaging heard on air. Pietro has 
also been an exemplary member of our Street Team, regularly donning the Fresh team colours 
for events and activations such as Top 92, visits to key clients like Hyundai & Radio Rentals, and 
Fresh 5000 activations at Henley Square & Colonnades. 
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APRIL | Trent Bartlett 

Trent has played a role on Wavelength and Fresh 92.7’s news service. Last year, Trent was 
chosen to participate in CBAA’s National Features & Documentary Series with a doco focused 
on life in the northern suburbs of Adelaide. But, Trent has been most respected through his 
work as a Producer working alongside Ben and Liam, and with Ryley on Drive. In recent months 
Trent has really stepped up, and seems focused on making a career out of this new found 
skillset. It’s not uncommon to see Trent read breakfast news and stay at the station through the 
day (a 12-hour shift) preparing for Drive to ensure it’s the best product Fresh 92.7 can deliver.  
 
 

MAY | Adam Maslac  

Since joining as a Member in December, Adam has made a huge impression. He focuses on his 
volunteering as if it were paid employment and spends two days a week in the office assisting 
Tarlia Hill, researching and developing ideas to improve Fresh 92.7’s marketing strategy. Adam’s 
work has been extremely useful to the Fresh Foundation and he was invited to present his 
findings at a committee meeting. When he isn’t quietly chipping away as part of the integration 
team, he is out working with the Street Team, working with the digital team, and even manned 
reception. He demonstrates great integrity, composure and a positive approach to all that he 
does at the radio station. 

JUNE | Michael Farrer 

Michael’s commitment and dedication to the station has been consistent for almost four years. 
Michael’s assistance with Trapped helped make it an enormous success for both Fresh 92.7 and 
our sponsor, Headspace. Michael camped out at the station overnight 3 out of 5 weeknights 
during Trapped to ensure Ben & Liam had all the support they needed to get through the stunt. 
Michael assisted with the boys’ diary room submissions and set up Netflix for Liam after his 
challenge win. Not only did he spend his nights at Fresh, he still managed to fulfil his two 
afternoon on-air shifts to his usual high standard including live crosses to the void!  
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Employment Opportunities 

ERIN WILLIAMS 

Erin Williams, one of a handful of original Wavers who had served the team for 18 months 
departed Adelaide for a brand new full-time role at 2SM in Sydney. A Crony Award winner circa 
September 2015, Erin has been invaluable to Wavelength and Fresh (including her work 
producing Drive).  

Her talented and enthusiastic presence resonated through the airwaves. She's taught us about 
the LGBTI community (Feast Festival), Adelaide Gaol Tours (so spooky), the art scene, and 
AVCON, just to name a few.  

CALLUM MACPHERSON 

Callum MacPherson took up a fantastic career opportunity when he accepted the role of TV 
reporter for Southern Cross in Port Lincoln, handling news and local information for the entire 
region.  

Callum is the sole operator of his department commanding all aspects of the job including 
journalism, filming and editing two stories a day, a very valuable new addition to the Port 
Lincoln community. 

 
VICKI GRIFFIN 

Vicki Griffin has come a long way since Wavelength days ... This Crony Award winner circa April 
2015 landed her first paid gig in radio at Sydney’s 2SM as a news cadet. 

Vicki has been on team Wavelength since day 1, bringing her A-game to every story.  

Known for her natural and conversational style of storytelling, from man buns to the D&B 
scene, to sexual harassment insights, Vicki has produced high quality stories that entertain, 
inspire and educate listeners.  

AJ TUCKER 

AJ Tucker scored an amazing and rather unique job opportunity this year becoming a part of the 
media team at Adelaide Zoo.  

During her time on Wavelength she put together consistently well-researched and well-
structured stories and brought enthusiasm and conviction to her work. 

We look forward to her future animal endeavours and hope to have her back in the station later 
in 2016. 

TOM MARTIN 

Tom Martin, our Fresh 92.7 Content Director for the better part of 3 took a position at Hit 92.9 
in Perth in the role of executive producer for The Heidi, Will & Woody Show. It is an enormous 
and well deserved opportunity for Tom, who is on a development path for the Southern Cross 
Austereo network. 

Tom Martin has been a lynch pin in many of Fresh 92.7's achievements, creating Fresh 92.7's 
first Breakfast and Drive shows and our Content Assistant role. Tom introduced volunteers and 
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interns into the department to assist with vital day-to-day work, and as a result more Freshies have gained 
employment in the past two years than the 16 years prior. Tom has also created our award-winning spoken word 
program Wavelength, and improved the structure of our local music program Fresh Air, to things like The Jump and 
The Come Up. 

TODD SKIPPER 

Todd Skipper, Fresh 92.7's former The Bassbin DJ, has certainly had his hands full since March, 
taking on his first job in commercial radio. After just 4 weeks of working for Zinc FM in Cairns, 
unbeknownst to Skippy, he was told the station was to be rebranded and that he had been 
recruited to help them do just that! 

The launch of Star 102.7 and the Cairns radio survey kept him on his toes early, currently the 
voice of live crosses during the breakfast show, giving away cars and doing some cool promo 
stunts including towing a huge station flag on a helicopter along the esplanade.  

ALEX MADER 

Alex Mader, Vital 25 producer scored himself an opportunity of a lifetime. 

After scoring himself a job at Disk-Edits as an assistant mastering engineer, Alex headed to LA 
from May 6th until August 3rd for an internship at The Echo Bar Recording Studios in North 
Hollywood. The engineers there have worked with everyone from Snoop Dogg to Beyonce and 
Justin Timberlake, an amazing experience to learn from some of the best engineers in the 
industry! 

 
ILYA LAWSON 

Ilya Lawson, former Director of Sales accepted a new role in the building industry working with 
Fresh 92.7 sponsor, Marion Sand & Metal.Master of the dad-joke, Ilya had been with Fresh 92.7 
two years to the day. During this time, Fresh 92.7 experienced our most successful year in sales 
to date with Ilya building a new team and introducing Aquira, our new scheduling system. 

Ilya’s new role as General Manager at Marion Sand & Metal is an outstanding opportunity 
which allows him to work closer to home and spend time with his son Sebastian.  

KAITLIN HAND 

Kaitlin Hand was with us for a relatively short time, reading news on-air, but has moved on to 
do some big things! Currently, she’s making us proud on commercial TV and taking our alumni 
to a whole new level.  

Kaitlin is the producer for Channel 7’s The Morning Show and The Daily Edition, showing us at 
Fresh 92.7 how a career in entertainment can go from strength to strength. 

 

KAT LEESE 

Kat Leese, an unforgettable part of the Fresh family  and Fresh 92.7 Life Member, bid farewell 
to Adelaide when she moved to London in 2015 to work for an esteemed music agency. From 
there things got even more exciting when she was poached to move into an even bigger agency 
where she is now the agent at Komplete Music Group working hands on with some incredible 
artists and promoting the UK branch of CREAM, which does Amnesia at Ibiza and Creamfields 
Festival. 
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EMILY ANGWIN 

Emily Angwin from our digital team welcomed the opportunity to move into doing what she 
loves, now working full time as a content writer for a retail company. 

Emily was one of our most reliable Digital Team members, putting Wavelength online each 
week and providing content for the Fresh 92.7 website and Facebook like the DJ MAG Top 100 
DJ poll, posting the latest videos from our favourite artists and keeping the listeners up to date 
with free music downloads. 

 
ELOISE MANTO 

Eloise Manto, Fresh 92.7s February Crony Awards winner and very valued university placement 
has started full-time at Escape Travel. 

Along with helping to organise the Top 92 Party, her arrival coincided with the Fresh 5000 
campaign in which she soon became an integral part of. She processed, organised and planned 
Fresh mate sign ups and renewals – and there were hundreds of them! Eloise was flat out 
sending out welcome packs to our new subscribers and there is no doubt the engagement with 
our most loyal listeners wouldn’t be as smooth without her input. 

ADAM MASLAC 

Adam Maslac, title holder of May 2016’s Crony Award had taken on a new career move, being 
promoted to full time in June at JB Hi-Fi! 

After spending many hours with the team offering his marketing and administrative skills along 
with the odd Street Team cameo, this charismatic lad has gone on to pursue a fulltime role at JB 
HIFI. 

 

ABBEY LINDLEY 

Abbey Lindley was offered an amazing paid opportunity with Surf Lifesaving SA without even 
applying, in a role created specifically for her!  

A passionate volunteer for SLSA, her hard work, persistence and extensive volunteering hours 
have paid off with a full-time role alongside full-time study. 

This success just shows the quality and excitement that captures the hearts of volunteers at 
Fresh 92.7. 
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Famous Friends 

Fresh 92.7 have made many new friends in the last year and have strengthened bonds with the talent we know and 

love. 

Over the last year, we’ve welcomed international and national acts into our studios like Valentino Khan, Alison 

Wonderland, Hot Dub Time Machine, Sleepy Tom, AC Slater and Hermitude to name just a few. Not to mention 

Fresh 92.7 being one of the luckiest stations with access to leaders of the flourishing Adelaide music scene, 

conducting live interviews, guest mixes and in some cases debuting new releases for our listeners artists like KLP, 

Paces, Young Franco, Kronic and Uberjakd. 

We even got a little bit political: Tanya Plibersek, Richard Di Natale and Robert Simms swung through the studio 

during the 2016 Federal Election, and of course, we had our infamous “interview” with Prime Minister Malcolm 

Turnbull. 

We’ve hosted non-musical guests such as Matt Preston and Conchita Wurst, and our Fresh Air Open House program 

has seen us face-to-face with the likes of Kilter, Nina Las Vegas, Trials, Bag Raiders and LDRU. 
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